Flow boiling flow patterns in four circular tubes with internal diameters of 1.10, 2.01, 2.88 and 4.26 mm were investigated in the present project. The experiments were conducted in vertical upward two-phase flow using R134a as the working fluid. The observed flow patterns include dispersed bubble, bubbly, confined bubble, slug, churn, annular and mist flow. The flow characteristics in the 2.88 and 4.26 mm tubes are similar to those typically described in normal size tubes. The smaller diameter tubes, 1.10 and 2.01 mm, exhibit strong ''small tube characteristics'' as described in earlier studies. The sketched flow maps show that the transition boundaries of slugchurn and churn-annular depend strongly on diameter. On the contrary, the dispersed bubble to churn and bubbly to slug boundaries are less affected. The transition boundaries are compared with existing models for normal size tubes showing poor agreement.
Introduction
The literature review carried out as part of this project revealed that there are a number of vague statements and discrepant results in the reported studies of two-phase flow regimes in small channels, which need further experimental work and theoretical investigation. To start with, the classification of normal, small and microchannels is not as yet well defined. Currently, the lack of general agreement on this issue makes the comparison between the experiments difficult, especially when using different fluids or at different experimental conditions. Engineers used to regard tube diameters in the order of centimetre and millimetre as normal and small-scale tubes, respectively. Now many researchers think the criterion ought to be based on the combination of channel size and fluid thermo-hydraulic properties rather than only on channel dimension. Kew and Cornwell [1] reported that two-phase flow exhibits different flow and heat transfer characteristics when the confinement number, Co = (r/DqgD 2 ) 1/2 , is greater than 0.5. For instance, isolated bubbles prevail when Co > 0.5 and form a typical flow regime in small tubes, i.e. confined bubble flow. Brauner and Moalem-Maron [2] recommended Eö tvö s number, defined as Eö = (2p) 2 r/DqgD 2 , as the criterion indicating confinement effects. They stated that surface tension dominates when Eö > 1 and this marks the boundary for small passages. Triplett et al. [3] found that stratified flow became impossible when Eö > 100 in their experiments indicating size effects. Akbar et al. [4] summarized the previous studies and concluded that the buoyancy effect can be negligible when the Bond number, Bo = (DqgD 2 /r) 1/2 , is less than 0.3 for which condition the flow regimes are insensitive to the channel orientation. In fact, all classification numbers, Co, Eö and Bo, consider the effect of fluid density, surface tension and channel size on two-phase flow. Table 1 illustrates the different results given by the above three criteria, i.e. the size of a tube that indicates deviation from normal size behaviour. The discrepancy is quite large especially if Eö = 1 is included. For example, as seen in the table, for the air/water mixture the criteria give a range from 0.81 to 17.1 mm. Note that the diameter corresponding to Co = 0.5 is 6.66 times that based on Bo = 0.3. Similarly the diameter is proportional to Eö À1/2 so changing the criterion Eö = 100 to Eö = 1 increase the critical diameter by a factor of 10. Therefore, the need for further work to clarify and conclude on the classification of normal and small size tubes is obvious. The distinction between small diameter channels, minichannels and microchannels based on heat transfer results, is not clearly established in the literature, Kandlikar [5] . He reviewed the developments and application of flow boiling in channels and summed up that: 3 mm may be the lower limit for the hydraulic diameters of the conventional evaporator tubes; channels employing hydraulic diameter between 200 and 3 mm maybe referred to as minichannels; tubes with 10-200 lm hydraulic diameter could be considered as microchannels. This is of course a general classification and further verification and adoption maybe needed.
In addition to the above, there is also inconsistency on the identification of flow patterns. Some flow maps sketched by different researchers may be dissimilar even though they used similar tubes under similar conditions. Fig. 1 The factors affecting flow patterns are numerous and complex. In addition, the identification of flow patterns maybe greatly affected by the observer's subjectivity and the experimental technique employed. The transition from one flow pattern to another may be abrupt but in most cases it is a gradual development process in which case the transition boundary becomes a transition zone. Within the transition zone the flow patterns possess characteristics of more than one of the flow patterns. Although there are arguments on the classification of flow patterns, most researchers agreed to categorise flow patterns into four main classes: stratified flow, intermittent flow, annular flow and bubble flow. Each main class could be subdivided into subclasses. Table 2 lists the typical descriptions for twophase flow patterns in normal and small tubes. Similar to normal size tubes, the observed flow patterns in small tubes in the earlier studies could be placed in the above-mentioned four main classes. However, on close observation, the flow patterns in small tubes exhibit different characteristics. For example, comparing with normal size tubes, stratified smooth flow is hardly observed in small channels whilst confined bubble flow emerges gradually in small channels due to the enhanced effect of surface tension. There is also a ''problematic'' region near intermittent and annular flow in small tubes. In this region the flow was observed as either wavy annular [7, 10] or pseudo-slug [11] , depending on the observers.
Although significant progress has been achieved and numerous results are now available, the theoretical study on small channel flow patterns is still at an early stage. No general model or correlation for small channels is validated or accepted widely. Some researchers tried to predict flow patterns in small tubes by the models deduced from normal size tubes and reported good agreement. Mishima and Hibiki [9] sketched air-water flow maps for 1-4 mm vertical tubes at atmospheric conditions based on their experiments. They found that the transition boundaries were predicted well by the Mishima-Ishii's model [12] , as seen in Fig. 2 . However, most researchers came to a different conclusion because the existing models for normal channels ignore the effect of surface tension. Therefore, any such comparison lacks theoretical foundation [11, 10, 3] . Fig. 3 is a comparative plot of the experimental results of Damianides and Westwater [11] for air-water in a 1 mm internal diameter tube with the models presented in Taitel and Dukler [13] and Barnea et al. [7] . The figure shows clearly that not only the stratified flow did not appear in the 1 mm horizontal tube but also all transition boundaries cannot be predicted properly by the Taitel-Dukler model [13] and the Taitel modified model [7] .
In traditional flow maps the transition boundaries are identified based on the gas-liquid interface configuration. However, a few flow regimes for small tubes as well as in experiments in microgravity were depicted based on force analysis in recent reports. Akbar et al. [4] divided the entire flow map for small tubes into four regions: (1) surface tension-dominated region, which included bubbly, plug and slug; (2) inertia-dominated zone 1, which included annular and wavy-annular regimes; (3) inertia-dominated zone 2, for the dispersed flow regime; (4) transition zone. They proposed semi-experimental correlations for regime predictions based on the above criteria and the previous experimental data in small channels, see Table 3 . The correlations use the Weber number, We ls ¼ q l u 2 ls D=r and We gs ¼ q g u 2 gs D=r, see also nomenclature, as the reference parameter which represents the ratio of surface tension and inertial force. The sketched transition boundaries agreed with the relevant data for air-water like fluid in circular and near-circular small tubes with $1 mm hydraulic diameter at room conditions except the data of Mishima et al. [14] . The results are compared in Fig. 4 . The authors suggested that the general applicability of the correlation needed further validation.
The actual effect of diameter on the flow regimes is also a current topic of debate. Theoretically, flow patterns are less affected by channel orientation in small channels due to the relatively reduced effect of gravity as compared with large tubes. Therefore, the effect of channel dimension on the transition boundaries should be similar whether in vertical or in horizontal flow. However, researchers could not reach agreement on it. Damianides and Westwater [11] studied the flow regimes using air-water in horizontal tubes for the range of inside diameters 1, 2, 3, 4 and 5 mm. They reported that surface tension becomes a very important factor when the tube diameter is less than 5 mm at the experimental conditions (10-25°C and atmospheric pressure). Some common tendencies of the transition boundaries were discovered in their studies. For instance, the intermittent-dispersed bubble transition boundary moves to the region of lower liquid flow rate with decreasing tube diameter; the intermittent-annular transition boundary moves to regions of higher gas flow rate with decreasing tube diameter, the stratified flow region gradually shrinks with decreasing tube diameter until it vanishes completely in the 1 mm tube. However, Coleman and Garimella [10] reported opposite trends. They too studied air-water in horizontal tubes of diameters 1.3, 1.75, 2.6 and 5.5 mm at atmospheric conditions. The results show clearly that the tube diameter has a significant effect on the transition boundaries. For example, the transition boundary of intermittent to dispersed bubble flow changes significantly as the tube diameter changes from 5.50 to 1.30 mm. However, the tendency of intermittent-dispersed bubble boundary to move to higher liquid flow rates with decreasing diameter contradicts the results of Damianides and Westwater [11] . For vertical tubes similar disagreements were reported. For example, Lin et al. [16] studied air-water flow patterns in 0.5-4.0 mm diameter tubes at the condition of 20°C and 1 bar. They observed that the transition boundaries for slug to churn and churn to annular shift towards the region of lower gas flow rate as the tube diameter decreases. However, contradictory conclusions were reported by Zhao and Bi [17] . They experimentally investigated the characteristics of co-current upward air-water two-phase flow patterns in vertical equilateral triangular channels with hydraulic diameters of 2.886, 1.443 and 0.866 mm. They reported that dispersed bubbly flow shifted to higher liquid superficial velocity whilst churn and annular flow occurred at higher gas superficial velocity as the channel size was reduced. This tendency contradicts completely that reported by Lin et al. [16] . The results described above are summarized in Table 4 .
In this study, accurate flow visualization experiments on adiabatic R134a flow patterns in small tubes were carried out. The main objectives of the work include: (i) obtain flow pattern maps, (ii) identify the critical diameter at the current experimental conditions, (iii) compare flow patterns with existing models and (iv) verify the effect of tube Table 3 The semi-experiential correlations for small tubes [4] Flow regime
Conditions and equations
Surface tension dominated zone
We gs 6 0:11We 0:315 ls (We ls 6 3.0) We gs 6 1.0 (We ls > 3.0) Inertia dominated zone 1 (annular flow zone)
We gs P 11:0We 0:14
ls
We ls 6 3.0 Inertia dominated zone 2 (froth-dispersed flow zone)
We gs > 1.0 We ls > 3.0 diameter on flow patterns. Four different size tubes were studies, 1.10, 2.01, 2.88 and 4.26 mm which are expected to cover the range from normal to small size tubes.
Experimental facility
The experimental facility comprises three parts, i.e. the R22 cooling system, the R134a experimental system, and the control and data acquisition system. Fig. 5 shows the R134a experimental system. The facility is made of stainless steel, which is also suitable for a wide range of fluids including water. The liquid and vapour superficial velocity of R134a can reach 5 and 10 m/s, respectively. Details of the experimental system can be found in Chen et al. [18] .
Four test sections, see Fig. 6 , with internal diameter of 1.10, 2.01, 2.88 and 4.26 mm were examined. A test section is composed of a calming section, a heating section and an observation section. Fully-developed single-phase liquid flow is formed in the calming section. Two-phase flow is created by supplying electric current directly onto the thin-wall steal tube -the heating section. The observation section, a Pyrex glass tube with the same internal diameter as the steel heating tube, is directly connected to the outlet of the heating section. Flow patterns were observed and recorded by a high-speed digital camera (Phantom V4 B/ W, 512 · 512 pixels resolution, 1000 pictures/s with full resolution and maximum 32,000 pictures/s with reduced resolution, minimum 10 ls exposure time).
The vital measurements in the flow pattern experiments are the temperatures (T3), the pressures (P3, P4, P0), the flow rate (F1 or F2) and the heating power (DPM2) in the test section, see Figs. 5 and 6. The thermocouple T3 uses the water triple point as a reference so as to improve the measuring accuracy. The same experimental facility was used for a parallel heat transfer study [19] . Hence more thermocouples were included in the rig and test section, e.g. TT (1) À TT (n) . In the present study they were used to estimate the heat loss and verify the condition at point 4, see Fig. 5 . This data was also used to estimate the heat loss in the observation section. The system pressure is controlled through a heater in the R134a tank. The heater power is automatically adjusted by a PID controller based on the signal of the pressure at the exit of the observation section (P0). All the instruments were carefully calibrated. Table 5 summarizes the uncertainties of the key parameters in the current experiments. The overall system performance was validated through single-phase experiments, e.g. the turbulent experimental friction factor agreed with the Blasius equation within ±5% over the Reynolds range of 4000-110,000. The experimental parameters at the observation point in the two-phase flow patterns experiments were deduced from the inlet and outlet saturated pressures and the assumption that the pressure drop along the observation section was linear. The liquid and vapour superficial velocities were varied and calculated for each diameter and pressure by changing the flow rate and heating power, see [18] . The number of data points near the transition boundaries was higher than that at other conditions in order to get more details at that zone. All the recorded data were taken at steady state conditions. This was verified by plotting the temperature and pressure at the inlet and exit of the test section against time and ensuring that they were steady.
Experimental results
Dispersed bubble, bubbly, slug, churn and annular flow were observed in all four test sections. Occasionally mist flow was observed in the bigger tubes at very high vapour velocity whilst confined bubble flow was found in smaller tubes at lower vapour and liquid velocity. The above-mentioned seven flow patterns are defined as follows:
Dispersed bubble: numerous small bubbles float in a continuous liquid phase. Bubbly: bubble size is comparable to but not as large as the tube diameter. Confined bubble: bubble size reaches the diameter of the tube and is confined by the tube wall. They have regular vapour-liquid interface and spherical cap and bottom. Slug: bubbles develop into bullet shape due to the tube wall restriction. Sometimes the bullet bubble is followed by a stream of small bubbles creating a trail. Churn: bullet bubbles start to distort and small bubbles in liquid slug coalesce into gas clump with increase of gas velocity -a highly oscillatory flow with chaotic interface. Annular: gas phase becomes a continuous flow in the core of tube. Mist: liquid film is blown away from tube wall and numerous liquid droplets float in high-speed vapour flow.
Figs. 7-10 show the above flow patterns at 10 bar pressure. The flow patterns in 2.01 and 4.26 were first reported in Chen et al. [18] but are included here for completeness. Overall the flow patterns in the four tubes are similar and could be grouped into the above seven typical patternsnote that pure mist flow was obtained in the 4.26 mm tube only. Annular-mist transition flow was observed in the 2.01, 2.88 and 4.26 mm tubes, i.e. liquid film sticks on the tube wall whilst the liquid droplets pass through intermit-tently. This discontinuous liquid droplet flow may be the result of the collapse of liquid slug in churn flow in the heating section. The high velocity vapour current breaks up the liquid bridges and creates numerous liquid droplets. After that, the experiments were stopped in the 2.01 and 2.88 mm tubes before reaching critical heat flux. The 1.10 mm tube was not tested under very high fluid velocity because the resulting excessive pressure drop caused system unsteadiness. Similar results were obtained at the 6 and 14 bar pressures. As stated before, all the flow patterns observed in the four tubes could be categorized in the above typical regimes. However, on close observation, there are some differences among these tubes. Confined bubble flow, similar to slug flow but with elongated spherical top and bottom bubbles, was only observed in the 1.10 mm tube at 6.0-14.0 bar and the 2.01 mm tube at 6.0 bar. It indicates that surface tension was grown into the dominant force in the smaller tubes at the lower fluid velocities. With the increase of fluid velocities, as shown in Fig. 7 , the gas-liquid interface became irregular and chaotic. Inertial force and friction gradually replace surface tension to become the important factors in flow pattern transition.
The flow patterns in the 2.88 and 4.26 mm tubes do not exhibit any common characteristics of the flow patterns in small tubes. Comparatively, the flow patterns in the 2.01 mm tube show some ''small tube characteristics'', which indicates the increasing action of surface tension and tube confinement, e.g. the appearance of the confined bubble flow, the slimmer vapour slug, the thinner liquid film around the vapour slug, and the less chaotic vapour-liquid interface in churn flow. When tube diameter decreases to 1.10 mm, the full small tube characteristics, as also described in the previous studies [6, 11, 8, 9, 3, 16] , are exhibited. Therefore, the 2.01 mm tube possesses both characteristics of normal size and small size tube. From this point of view, a tube diameter around 2.0 mm can be regarded as the critical diameter for refrigerant R134a at the current experimental conditions. This result agrees with the criterion by Kew and Cornwell [1] , e.g. 1.7-1.4 mm at 6-14 bar.
Twelve flow pattern maps were generated based on all the results obtained for the 1.10, 2.01, 2.88 and 4.26 mm tubes at 6, 10 and 14 bar pressure. The flow pattern maps for the 2.01 and 4.26 mm tubes were compared with the existing models for vertical upward flow in normal size tubes and showed poor agreement in Chen et al. [18] . The models included the unified model summarized by Taitel [20] and the models given by Taitel et al. [21] , Mishima and Ishii [12] and McQuilian and Whalley [22] . Comparatively the unified model matched the experimental data better for the 4.26 mm tube than the other models. Therefore, Figs. 11-14 depict the comparison of the experimental flow maps for the 1.10-4.26 mm tubes with the unified model summarized by Taitel [20] to investigate its applicability for the smaller tubes. As expected, the newly obtained flow maps for the 1.10 and 2.88 mm tubes cannot be predicted by the models and the discrepancy is higher in the smaller tubes. For example, the shaded region in which the predicted annular flow falls into the region of slug flow increases and the disagreement on the transition boundary of dispersed bubble to slug flow between our data and the predictions increases as the diameter gets smaller.
The effect of diameter on flow pattern transition boundaries is depicted in Figs. 15 and 16 . Reducing the diameter shifts the transition boundaries of slug-churn and churnannular to higher vapour velocities. This result is in agreement with the experiments of Zhao and Bi [17] , Coleman and Garimella [10] and Damianides and Westwater [11] but contrary to the results of Lin et al. [16] . Also, the dispersed bubble-bubbly boundary shifts to higher liquid velocity with a reduction in the diameter, which agrees with Zhao and Bi [17] and Coleman and Garimella [10] but is in disagreement with the report of Damianides and Westwater [11] , see Table 4 . There seems to be no change for these four diameters at the boundaries of dispersed bubble-churn and bubbly-slug flow. The trends are similar for P = 10 bar.
The suitability of number of different parameters (17 in total listed in Chen [23] ), as coordinates in addition to the superficial velocities, were also examined in the present project. An interim conclusion reached is that the use of the Weber number may be a good choice, see Figs. 17 and 18. As seen in the figures, almost all transition boundaries, except bubble-dispersed bubble and slug-churn at the lower u ls region, are superimposed. There seems to be a perfect match for these transition boundaries for all pressures. It seems to indicate that the effect of channel size is to a great extend correctly represented by the Weber number and may be useful in deducing the flow regimes for different size tubes from such maps. However, this needs further study and validation. Fig. 19 compares the present experimental data at 10 bar and the semi-experimental correlation for small tubes [4] . Obviously the results show poor agreement. The transition boundaries predicted by the correlations (see Table 3 ) are sketched in solid lines and the current observed flow patterns are labelled in brackets. None of the flow patterns at the current experimental conditions are predicted well. The same conclusion was obtained when the experimental results for 6 and 14 bar were compared with the correlation of Akbar et al. The possible explanation to such discrepancy is (1) the proposed correlations were based on the experimental data using air-water in horizontal tubes, (2) Akbar et al. suggested Bo = 0.3 as the criterion to define a small tube, i.e. the corresponding critical diameter is less than 0.25 mm at the present experimental conditions, see Table 1 . Therefore, the correlations proposed by Akbar et al. [4] may not be applicable in this case. The development of a general set of correlation equations needed to cover the range of small to microdiameters calls for further research work. 
Conclusions
Seven typical flow patterns were observed in the present experimental conditions, i.e. dispersed bubble, bubbly, confined bubble, slug, churn, annular and mist. The experimental results indicate that the flow patterns for the larger diameters (2.88 and 4.26 mm) strongly resemble flow pattern characteristics found in normal size tubes. When the tube diameter was reduced to 2.01 mm, the flow patterns exhibit some ''small tube characteristics'' until the confined bubble flow appears in the 1.10 mm tube at all experimental pressures which indicates that surface tension became the dominant force. The critical diameter used to distinguish small and normal pipes could be deduced from the above observations and is about 2 mm for the current experimental conditions. Twelve flow pattern maps were drawn and compared with the existing models for normal size tubes indicating significant differences in the 4.26 mm tube and more so for the smaller tubes. The boundaries of slug to churn and churn to annular moved to higher vapour velocity whilst the dispersed bubble to bubbly boundary moved to higher liquid velocity when the diameter changed from 4.26 to 1.10 mm. The diameter does not seem to affect the dispersed bubble to churn and bubbly to slug. The current research and experimental data indicates that the Weber number may be the right parameter to deduce general correlations to predict the transition boundaries that include the effect of diameter. This can form the basis or subject for further research in this area. 
